Sneaky Universe Newsletter – October 2021
What’s new at Sneaky Universe
Coming out later this month is new book Did You Hear
That? staring Bunyip and Henrietta the Spider. Fab
illustrator Jess Rubulis has once again created
spectacular images (she also illustrated Different is Ok)
that bring the story to life. Join Bunyip and Henrietta
the Spider as they listen to all the interesting sounds
around them and follow them as they track down who
is making the mystery sound they can’t identify.
Get your copy of Did You Hear That? at the Sneaky
Universe store (www.sneakyuniverse.com/store).

The Different is OK Kritta of the month
The Kritta of the month is Skipping Kritta. Skipping
is so much fun. Why not spend some time outside in
the sunshine skipping? Send us a picture that the
little people in your life drew of someone skipping
and then email it to us at info@sneakyuniverse.com.
We would love to see the pictures and happy to
feature them in our Gallery on our website and on
our Facebook page @Sneaky Puss and Instagram
Page @Sneaky Press.

Product of the month
The Product of the month is the Sneaky
Universe Artist Pencil Case. Choose your
character from Sneaky Puss, Blue, Red or Green
Kritta. Inside the pencil case, you will find 2 grey
lead pencils for sketching, a ruler, an eraser and
a sharpener. We’ll also throw in a couple of extra
stickers FREE. Only $5 each – a great Christmas
stocking stuffer for the little artists in your life!

Shop Now at the Sneaky Universe Store

www.sneakyuniverse.com/store

Sneaky Universe Activities for October

Sneaky Puss in the Kitchen

Don’t forget to take a photo of your completed colouring and send it
to us as info@sneakyuniverse.com. We would love to see your artwork!

Help Sneaky Puss get to the Bowl of Water

Easy

Harder

Find the solutions at:
www.sneakyuniverse.com/newsletter

